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Abstract: The duality between color and kinematics present in scattering amplitudes of
Yang-Mills theory strongly suggests the existence of a hidden kinematic Lie algebra that
controls the gauge theory. While associated BCJ numerators are known on closed forms to
any multiplicity at tree level, the kinematic algebra has only been partially explored for the
simplest of four-dimensional amplitudes: up to the MHV sector. In this paper we introduce
a framework that allows us to characterize the algebra beyond the MHV sector. This allows
us to both constrain some of the ambiguities of the kinematic algebra, and better control
the generalized gauge freedom that is associated with the BCJ numerators. Specically, in
this paper, we work in dimension-agnostic notation and determine the kinematic algebra
valid up to certain O ("i  "j)2 terms that in four dimensions compute the next-to-MHV
sector involving two scalars. The kinematic algebra in this sector is simple, given that
we introduce tensor currents that generalize standard Yang-Mills vector currents. These
tensor currents control the generalized gauge freedom, allowing us to generate multiple
dierent versions of BCJ numerators from the same kinematic algebra. The framework
should generalize to other sectors in Yang-Mills theory.
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1 Introduction
In recent years we have seen a remarkable progress in our basic understanding of gauge
and gravity theories by exposing new properties and structures of scattering amplitudes
in these theories. One such property is the duality between color and kinematics, also
known as Bern-Carrasco-Johansson (BCJ) duality [1, 2], which appears to control the per-
turbative structure of many dierent gauge theories [1{12] as well as some scalar eective
theories [13{19]. For pure Yang-Mills theory, the duality constrains the kinematic numer-
ators of individual cubic Feynman-like diagrams to obey Jacobi relations, in close analogy
to the color factors of the same diagrams. The color factors inherit their Jacobi relations
from the Lie algebra of the gauge group, and the duality between color and kinematics
suggests that there exists a hidden kinematic Lie algebra that gives rise to the kinematic
numerators. If so, this implies that Yang-Mills theories are in general characterized by a
pair of Lie algebras, one for color and one for kinematics.
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It is curious to note that the objects that the kinematic Lie algebra should compute,
the kinematic BCJ numerators, are under better control than the algebra itself. Numera-
tors that manifest the color-kinematics duality have been constructed at any multiplicity
for tree-level amplitudes in pure Yang-Mills theory [20{27]. For supersymmetric Yang-
Mills theory, it has been observed that a recursive construction similar to Berends-Giele
recursion [28] can be used to generate BCJ numerators after using appropriate non-linear
gauge transformations [23]. Beyond tree level, many BCJ numerators are known for specic
(multi-)loop amplitudes in various (super-)Yang-Mills theories [2, 5{8, 29{35] and also for
multi-loop form factors [36{38]. Other (more exotic) gauge theories [3, 4, 8, 9, 11, 12, 39{
42], as well as string theories [43{47], have been observed to obey color-kinematics duality,
but in these cases the BCJ numerators are not known beyond the simplest amplitudes.
The duality between color and kinematics appears to sit at the core of a number
of hidden connections between dierent theories. The most prominent examples are the
Kawai-Lewellen-Tye (KLT) relations [20, 48, 49], the BCJ double copy [1, 2] and the
Cachazo-He-Yuan (CHY) construction [50{52]. These all relate gauge, gravity and eective
theories in highly nontrivial ways, yet the relations have a simplicity that makes them useful
tools for practical calculations. There exists other perspectives of the same underlying
structures, such as the unifying relations of ref. [53], Witten's twistor string [54, 55] and
various ambi-twistor string constructions [56{61]. String theory is a constant source of
new results that have a deep connection to color-kinematics duality [20, 21, 43{47, 62{69].
However, when it comes to the kinematic Lie algebra there is currently no satisfactory
construction from string theory, or from other constructions (see e.g. ref. [70]), that yields
local Yang-Mills numerators from a closed algebra. For non-local numerators there exists
an algebraic construction using string vertex operators [27].
To this date, the kinematic Lie algebra of Yang-Mills theory remains enigmatic. On
general grounds it can be expected to be an innite-dimensional Lie algebra, since it must
involve continuous parameters in the form of momentum, but the details of the generators
and structure constants are mostly unknown. The exception, as shown by Monteiro and
O'Connell [71], is the self-dual sector of Yang-Mills theory, where one can realize a subal-
gebra. After writing the self-dual gauge eld in terms of a scalar eld, the generators can
now be simply labeled by the momenta of the scalar exitations, and further, be explicitly
expressed in terms of plane-wave factors and simple dierential operators (see section 2.2).
Commuting two generators gives rise to a Lie algebra that respects momentum conserva-
tion, and that has structure constants in the precise form of a cubic Feynman rule. All the
Feynman diagrams of the self-dual sector can be computed through the Lie algebra.
When relaxing away from the self-dual sector, one should expect that it is not sucient
to label the generators by only momenta. Indeed, on general grounds one can argue that
there should exist generators that are labeled by similar kinematic parameters and indices
as the physical states (see e.g. ref. [72]), otherwise one cannot hope to use the algebra
to compute scattering amplitudes with such external states. However, without specialized
gauge choices, even the numerators in the maximally-helicity-violating (MHV) sector could
not be computed from a local kinematic algebra that makes use of only the physical states.
As anticipated in the original work [1], and shown in detail in ref. [73], it appears necessary
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to introduce auxiliary elds in order the make Feynman rules both cubic and manifestly
obey color-kinematics duality. Such auxiliary elds amend the list of generators with new
ones that do not correspond to physical elds.
In the construction of Cheung and Shen [16], a cubic action was presented that can
be used to compute scattering amplitudes that manifestly obey color-kinematics duality.
While the original motivation was to use it to study pion amplitudes in the non-linear-
sigma model (NLSM) [74, 75], the action can alternatively be used to compute certain
MHV amplitudes in Yang-Mills theory [53, 76], where two of the gluons are identied as
scalars through a dimensional reduction procedure. We note that the BCJ numerators for
the full MHV sector can be obtained by superposing the numerators obtained from the
Cheung and Shen Lagrangian following the dimensional-oxidation prescription of ref. [77].
Thus one can argue, with some reservations as to the indirectness of the construction,
that the MHV sector of tree-level Yang-Mills theory is by now understood in terms of a
kinematic Lie algebra.
In this paper, by introducing tensor currents, we propose a new approach to realize the
algebra in a particular next-to-MHV (NMHV) sector of the Yang-Mills amplitudes. We
view vector and tensor currents as the abstract generators of the algebra and dene the
fusion product rules between them. We nd that in this particular sector, the fusion prod-
ucts are xed after imposing some mild assumptions as well as physical constraints, such
as gauge invariance and absence of amplitudes with tensor states. The algebra enables us
to write down a closed formula for BCJ numerators in this sector valid for any multiplicity.
An important bonus of our construction is that the tensors non-trivially encode the gen-
eralized gauge freedom related through use of the Cliord algebra. The gauge equivalence
of dierent numerators can be understood through a set generalized BCJ relations that we
describe in detail.
The paper is organized as follows: in section 2, we review the two examples of the
kinematic algebra [16, 71]. In section 3, we introduce the concept of tensor current and
present the algebraic construction. The closed form of the BCJ numerators, as a direct
result of the algebra, is presented in section 4. The tensor currents capture a subspace of the
generalized gauge freedom resulted from BCJ relations. Detailed discussions on generating
dierent versions of BCJ numerators from the tensor currents are given in section 5. We
demonstrate that these dierent versions are equivalent at the level of the amplitudes in
section 6.
2 Review and previous constructions of kinematic algebra
Here we briey review the kinematic-algebra constructions of Monteiro and O'Connell for
self-dual YM and of Cheung and Shen for the MHV sector. We clarify some details of these
constructions, and summarize the status of the MHV sector kinematic algebra.
2.1 Color-kinematics duality at tree level
In the context of tree-level pure Yang-Mills theory, color-kinematics duality refers to the
statement that we can write tree-level n-point scattering amplitudes as a sum over (2n 5)!!
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cubic graphs
Atreen = gn 2
(2n 5)!!X
i=1
nici
Di
(2.1)
where the color factors ci and kinematic numerators ni obey the same general Lie algebraic
identities. Here the Di refers to the propagator denominator of the i'th graph. The ci, which
are built out of contractions of fabc structure constants of some gauge group G following
the cubic graph connectivity, obey three-term relations inherited from the Jacobi identity,
ci + cj + ck = 0  fabef ecd + facef edb + fadef ebc = 0 ; (2.2)
for certain triplets of graphs (i; j; k). Correspondingly, the kinematic numerators, which
are functions built out of polarization vectors and momenta ni = ni("j ; pj), can be made
to obey kinematic Jacobi relations for the same triplet of graphs,
ci + cj + ck = 0 ) ni + nj + nk = 0 : (2.3)
That such numerators can be found is the nontrivial statement of the duality.
Kinematic numerators computed from standard Feynman rules of Yang-Mills theory do
not obey the duality. Even if the quartic four-point interaction between gluons are turned
into cubic interactions with the help of some auxiliary eld1 the duality is not inherited
from the Feynman rules beyond four points. Since individual Feynman diagrams are not
gauge invariant this observation is not in contradiction with the duality. Indeed, the cubic-
graph decomposition (2.1) is not unique because of the Jacobi-identity constraints satised
by the color factors. This implies that the numerators possess a shift freedom that we refer
to as generalized gauge freedom,
ni ! ni + i ; where
(2n 5)!!X
i=1
ici
Di
= 0 : (2.4)
This includes the usual gauge transformations that leaves the amplitude invariant "(p)!
"(p) + p, and generalizes it by allowing for any functions i that leaves the amplitude
invariant. The color-kinematics duality imply that starting from some generic cubic-graph
representation of the amplitude, one can nd some generalized gauge transformation that
gives kinematic numerators that obey the duality.
At tree level it is convenient work with a basis of BCJ numerators. By going to the
color-kinematics-dual version of a Del-Duca-Dixon-Maltoni (DDM) [78, 79] multiperipheral
basis, all numerators can be expressed using (n  2)! permutations of the following graph,
n()  n 1; 2; 3; : : : ; n 1; n  n 
n1
n 1  32
!
; (2.5)
and typically we x 1 = 1 and n = n, which gives the basis with (n  2)! elements. And
the color-ordered tree amplitude is then a sum over these (n  2)! numerators,
Atreen (1; 2; : : : ; n) =
X
2Sn 2
m(j)n() (2.6)
1Cubic interactions are obtained by the replacement Tr([A; A ]
2)!   1
2
(B)2 + Tr([A; A ]B
).
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where m(j) is called the propagator matrix [80]. It is the same matrix as describes doubly
color-ordered amplitudes in the bi-adjoint 3 theory [81{85]. This matrix is related (by a
pseudoinverse) to the Kawai-Lewellen-Tye (KLT) matrix [20, 48, 49].
2.2 The Monteiro-O'Connell construction
The kinematic algebra underlying the color-kinematics duality was rst systematically
studied by Monteiro and O'Connell in ref. [71]. They concluded that the self-dual Yang-
Mills sector (which only gives non-zero amplitudes for the all-plus-helicity sector at one
loop [86]) automatically obeys a kinematic algebra. Interactions in this sector can be
simply be obtained by truncating the standard YM Feynman rules. First the quartic
contact interactions are thrown away, and then only the cubic vertex corresponding to
helicity (+ + ) is kept. To isolate this helicity conguration, it is convenient to work with
non-covariant objects.
It is well known that the self-dual spectrum of YM consists of only the plus helicity
A+ eld, which can be expressed in terms of a scalar eld A+ = @u. The non-abelian
scalar  = aT a obeys the eld equation
 =  ig[@w; @u] ; (2.7)
where u and w are mutually-orthogonal null directions: u2 = w2 = u  w = 0. Tree-level
Feynman diagrams can be generated by recursively solving the eld equation (proper ex-
ternal states are obtained by the inverse eld map  = 1@uA
+). In practice, for generating
Feynman diagrams, the only non-trivial information in eq. (2.7) is the kinematic depen-
dence of the non-linear interaction term. After transforming to momentum space, it is
captured by the function2
X(p1; p2) = p1wp2u   p2wp1u : (2.8)
Tree-level Feynman diagram numerators are now simply given by cubic diagrams where
each vertex represents the scattering process 12 ! 3 or equivalently in terms of the
gluons A+1 A
+
2 ! A+3 , and thus the vertex is correspondingly dressed by a X(p1; p2) factor.
Alternatively, the kinematic numerator can be generated by a kinematic Lie algebra,
whose generators are labeled by momenta [71]
Lp = e
 ipx(pu@w   pw@u) (2.9)
and the commutator [A;B] = AB  BA can now be computed
[Lp1 ; Lp2 ] = iX(p1; p2)Lp1+p2 (2.10)
From the algebra we see that X(p1; p2) are the kinematic structure constants of self-dual
YM. The numerator can now be computed to any multiplicity by using nested commutators.
For example, the four-point s-channel numerator is given by
Ns = [[Lp1 ; Lp2 ]; Lp3 ] =  X(p1; p2)X(p1 + p2; p3)Lp1+p2+p3 (2.11)
2As pointed out in ref. [71], this can be thought of as a convenient o-shell generalization of the inner
product of on-shell Weyl spinors X(p1; p2)  [1 2] = p1 p2" .
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It obeys the Jacobi relation after summing over the s; t; u-channels
0 = Ns +Nt +Nu = [[Lp1 ; Lp2 ]; Lp3 ] + cyclic(1; 2; 3)
=  

X(p1; p2)X(p1 + p2; p3) + cyclic(1; 2; 3)

Lp1+p2+p3 (2.12)
So far, the numerators still contain a generator corresponding to the fourth external leg;
to remove it, we can introduce a formal trace
ns = Tr(Ns Lp4) = X(p1; p2)X(p1 + p2; p3)
4(p1 + p2 + p3 + p4) ; (2.13)
where the trace is normalized to Tr(Lp Lp0) = 
4(p + p0). Note that we include a delta
function to make the dependence on p4 manifest, but for the remaining part of this paper
we drop such delta functions and consider the numerators only a function of the rst (n 1)
momenta of an n-point amplitude.
The corresponding color factors can, of course, be generated by the same procedure
from the gauge group Lie algebra, with generators T a and dening commutation relation
[T a; T b] = ifabcT c. For example the four-point s-channel color factor is given by
Cs = [[T
a1 ; T a2 ]; T a3 ] =  fa1a2bf ba3cT c (2.14)
We obtain the proper color factor after removing the last generator by tracing it
against the external generator, cs = Tr(Cs T
a4) = fa1a2bf ba3a4 , using the normaliza-
tion Tr(T aT b) = ab.
Finally, we note that Monteiro and O'Connell generalized their construction by con-
sidering a kinematic algebra induced by the CHY framework [72]. While this in principle
gives a construction for non-local BCJ numerators in terms of the solutions to the scatter-
ing equations, from the perspective of the current paper we are mainly interested in local
numerators where the algebraic properties are manifest. This brings us to the Cheung-Shen
construction.
2.3 The Cheung-Shen construction
In ref [16] Cheung and Shen introduced a cubic action that given appropriate external wave
functions computes pion scattering amplitudes, equivalent to those of a SU(N) non-linear-
sigma model. Moreover, the Feynman diagrams computed from their action manifest the
duality between color and kinematics. We can write the Lagrangian in the following form
LCS = ZaXa +
1
2
Y aY a   gfabcZa ZbXc + Y b@Y c ; (2.15)
where Za and Xa are complex vector elds transforming in the adjoint, and Y a is an
adjoint scalar. The tensor eld is dened as Xa = @X
a
   @Xa , and pions correspond
to having either Y a or @Z
a as external elds.
In this paper, we are not concerned with pion amplitudes, instead we are interested in
tree-level Yang-Mills amplitudes. To that end we note that the Cheung-Shen Lagrangian
can be used to compute certain terms in a Yang-Mills amplitude. In particular, we note
that it correctly reproduces MHV amplitudes with two adjoint scalars and (n  2) gluons
A(Y1; g
+
2 ; : : : ; g
+
x 1; g
 
x ; g
+
x+1; : : : ; g
+
n 1; Yn) (2.16)
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where Yi are scalars and g

i  Zi denote gluons, and the polarization vectors of the gluons
needs to be \gauge xed" as
"+i (pi; px) =
hijjx]p
2 [i x]
; " x (px; q) =
hqjjx]p
2 hq xi ; (2.17)
where for the MHV conguration only gluon x has negative helicity, and the reference null
momentum q is arbitrary. With this choice any product ("i"j) will vanish, and one can
check that the Lagrangian (2.15) gives all the correct terms of type ("ipj) in a Yang-Mills
amplitude.
Furthermore, we can formally think of the two scalars as having their origin as extra-
dimensional gluons. With this interpretation we can stretch the validity of the Cheung-Shen
Lagrangian to compute all terms in a pure-YM numerator that has the schematic form
n()  ("1"n)nCS()  ("1"n)
Y
i;j
("ipj) (2.18)
While these terms are sucient to correctly describe the MHV amplitude with two scalars,
they are not sucient for the pure-gluon MHV amplitude. This is because we are lacking
terms of the type ("i"j)
Q
("kpl), where (i; j) 6= (1; n) are not xed. However, such terms
are in principle related to the known ones by appropriate relabeling of the external particles,
i.e. by using crossing symmetry.
We can restore the missing crossing symmetry of the numerator using the dimensional-
oxidation prescription of ref. [77], giving
n() =
X
16i<j6n
("i"j)nCS()

legs i;j!Yi;Yj scalars
(2.19)
where the notation implies that we compute the Cheung-Shen numerator for a xed mul-
tiperipheral ordering , but we consider all possible locations of the two scalar external
states, which are summed over. Since the Cheung-Shen numerator obeys the kinematic
Jacobi identity to any multiplicity, and these relations are linear in the numerators, it
follows that the above superposition of numerators also obeys the same relations. Hence,
we have, through the kinematic algebra dened by the Cheung-Shen Lagrangian, obtained
local color-kinematics-satisfying pure-YM numerators that can be used to compute MHV
amplitudes.
2.4 Considerations for going beyond MHV
In order to compute numerators that can be used to obtain NMHV amplitudes, further
generalizations of the kinematic algebra are needed. In particular, in the Cheung-Shen
numerators we are missing terms with more powers of ("i"j). For future convenience, we
classify individual terms in the numerators by the number of ("i"j) factors, which we call
the polarization power. It is useful to keep in mind that at tree level, the number of sij
factors is precisely one less than the polarization power.
We can work out a correspondence between four-dimensional helicity sectors and the
terms of dierent polarization powers. Specically, for a xed helicity conguration, we
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choose the plus helicity polarization vectors to have the same reference momenta q+, and
the negative helicity ones have q . We further require q  be one of the momenta of the plus
helicity legs and q+ be one of the momenta of the minus helicity ones. Then the only nonzero
products between polarization vectors are ("+i " j ), where i and j cannot be the special legs
with momenta q. Hence for an NkMHV amplitude that has (k+2) negative helicity gluons,
the maximum number of nonzero factors ("+i " j ) is precisely the polarization power (k+1).
Therefore, if we have the following numerator terms under control:
polarization power one: ("i"j)
Q
("kpl)  ! MHV
polarization power two: ("i1 "j1)("i2 "j2)(pi3 pj3)
Q
("kpl)  ! NMHV
;
we can compute numerators that give correct MHV and NMHV amplitudes.
In this paper we will focus on constructing the kinematic algebra that generates the
numerator contributions for the terms of type
("^1"^n)
Q
("kpl) and ("^1"^n)("i"j)(pmpr)
Q
("kpl) : (2.20)
We call this the bi-scalar NMHV sector of Yang-Mills theory. The gluon polarizations
"^1; "^n correspond to scalar modes that live in a higher-dimensional (internal) space which is
orthogonal to spacetime, meaning that "^i"j = "^ipj = 0. This restricts the numerators (and
the amplitude) to terms proportional to "^1"^n. We can in principle recover the numerators
for pure-gluon amplitudes by a similar procedure as in eq. (2.19), see ref. [77].
3 Abstract tensor currents and algebraic construction
In this section, we propose a novel framework for exploring the kinematic algebra behind the
tree-level BCJ numerators in D-dimensional Yang-Mills theory. We start with a warmup
discussion that will motivate the introduction of the building blocks that later is to be used
for the kinematic algebra.
We begin with the observation that the BCJ numerators of massless quark-gluon am-
plitudes can be related to those of pure gluon amplitudes by taking (some of) the quarks to
be soft. As an inviting example, we consider the tree-level scattering of three gluons with a
quark-antiquark pair. In this simple case, the BCJ numerators of multiperipheral diagrams
always contain a piece obtained directly by the Feynman rules for massless quarks, and
an additional piece that is proportional to an inverse propagator. This additional piece
vanishes in the limit that the quark momentum becomes soft, namely,
n
 
p4q
p3p2p1
!
= v="1(=p1 + =q)="2(=p12 + =q)="3u+
1
3
(p1 + q)
2 v[="1; ="2]="3u
= v="1=p1="2=p12="3u+O(q) ; (3.1)
where pij = pi + pj , and on the second line we retain only the q-independent terms. For
this quark-gluon scattering process, all the BCJ numerators can be expressed in terms of
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the multiperipheral ones (3.1) via commutation relations. For example, the numerator for
the following diagram is given by two consecutive commutators,
n(123; vu)  n
 
p4
qp1
p2 p3 !
(3.2)
= n
 
p4q
p3p2p1
!
  n
 
p4q
p3p1p2
!
  n
 
p4q
p2p1p3
!
+ n
 
p4q
p1p2p3
!
= v="1=p1="2=p12="3u  v="2=p2="1=p12="3u  v="3=p3="1=p13="2u+ v="3=p3="2=p23="1u+O(q) ;
and the other independent numerator n(132; vu) is obtained from n(123; vu) by the rela-
beling 2$ 3.
We note that one can view v="iu and v=piu as Lorentz contractions of "i and pi with
a vector v(q)u(p4) / "(p4; q). Up to normalization, it behaves as a gluon polarization
vector of a fourth gluon with momentum p4.
3 Due to the Dirac equation of the involved
spinors, it obeys "p4 = "q = 0, where q can now be interpreted as a reference momentum.
More generally, quantities of the form v="i    =pk    ="j    =plu are Lorentz contractions of "'s
and p's with tensorial objects vi    k    j    lu. If we choose to antisymmetrize
them they will also obey the physical requirements of the polarization of a antisymmetric
tensor eld. However, for now we are interested in obtaining the vector contributions
without antisymmetrizing the tensors. Instead we can eliminate the tensor contractions,
except for the canonically ordered one u="1="2="3v, by repeated use of the Cliord algebra
f; g = 2 . Applying the replacement vu ! "4 to the vectors (with "4 properly
normalized), we get"
n(123; vu)
n(132; vu)
#
q!0; vu!"4
=
"
n(1234)
n(1324)
#
vector
+
"
 s12v="1="2="3u
s13v="1="2="3u
#
tensor
; (3.3)
where the Mandelstam invariants have the slightly unusual normalization si1i2ir =
1
2(pi1 +pi2 +   +pir)2, which we will adhere to in this paper. This expression contains the
gluon BCJ numerators n(: : :), where the bi-spinor vu was swapped for vector "4 , but it
also contains an irreducible tensor contribution. While this contamination may seem prob-
lematic, we note that the tensor terms corresponds to generalized gauge transformations.
Namely, these terms lie in the null space of the four-point propagator matrix m(j),"
1
s12
+ 1s23   1s23
  1s23 1s13 + 1s23
#"
 s12v="1="2="3u
s13v="1="2="3u
#
= 0 : (3.4)
3The proportionality factor can be computed up to an arbitrary phase, starting with
v(q)u(p4)= = "
(p4; q), then the normalization condition for the polarization vector gives that
jj2 = v(q)u(p4)u(p4)v(q). Note that under this identication the polarization vector is independent
of the scale of q, hence q can be taken to be soft q ! 0, but not identically zero.
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Since the partial tree amplitudes are equal to the product between the propagator matrix
and the BCJ numerators, it follows that the tensors do not contribute to the four-point
amplitude. Although such terms are unconventional, we are allowed to include them in the
BCJ numerators.
We can choose to reduce all the tensors to v="1="3="2u instead (or any linear combination
of these two tensors). It is easy to check that regardless of the choice, the tensor terms are
always in the null space of the four-point propagator matrix. Although the vector terms
depend on the choices, the dierence caused by the choices is also in the null space of
the propagator matrix. The existence of the tensors provides a way to partly control the
generalized gauge freedom of the BCJ numerators.
For higher multiplicity, we introduce the concepts of vector and tensor currents as a
generalization of the vector and tensor contractions above. We then construct the fusion
products of these currents such that a particular class of ordered fusion products give
the BCJ numerators up to the NMHV order in the DDM basis. The BCJ numerators
outside the DDM basis are all determined by the Jacobi identities as demanded by the
color-kinematics duality.
3.1 Algebraic framework for the kinematic algebra
Having completed the warmup we now proceed by introducing the formal algebraic frame-
work for the kinematic algebra. The algebraic framework will consist of two building blocks,
the vector/tensor currents and their fusion products. A tensor current J
(w)
a1
a2

am(p) is
an abstract generalization of the tensor v(q)=a1=a2    =amu(p). The tensor current carries
a momentum p and labels ai 
    
 aj , where ai can either be a polarization vector or
a momentum. It also carries a discrete label w to distinguish dierent types of abstract
currents with the same tensor label, which may behave dierently in the fusion products.
The rank of a tensor current counts the number of its components ai. In particular, we
call a rank-one tensor current J
(w)
a (p) a vector current. When p is on-shell, namely, p
2 = 0
and =pu = 0, we use the following replacement to get back to the original meaning of the
tensor current:
J
(w)
a1
a2

am(p)! v(q)=a1=a2    =amu(p) : (3.5)
We take the replacement to be independent of w, and the spinor v is taken to carry soft
momenta (q ! 0) throughout this paper. Note that the replacement should only take
place in the nal step of our algebraic construction. The mass dimension of a current J is
one plus the number of momenta appearing in its tensor component. The current should
behave linearly in the components
J
(w)

(xai+ya0i)
(p) = xJ
(w)

ai
(p) + yJ
(w)

a0i
(p) ; for x; y 2 C ; (3.6)
and more importantly, it should satisfy a relation that is equivalent to the Cliord algebra,
J
(w)
ai
aj
ak
al
(p) + J
(w)
ai
ak
aj
al
(p) = (2aj ak)J
(w)

ai
al
(p) : (3.7)
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J"n 1J"^1 J"2 J"3   
Figure 1. Fusion product in the canonical ordering. The algebra simplies by demanding that "^1
corresponds to a scalar, since the internal currents must carry this polarization.
We generalize an external gluon to a vector current J"i(pi), where "i denotes its polarization
vector and pi its momentum. We assume this vector current is unique and thus drop the
index w for simplicity.4
A fusion product describes the interaction of tensor currents. We only consider two-to-
one fusions, which is consistent with cubic interactions. From a physical perspective, these
fusion products are the counterparts of the Feynman rules for cubic interaction vertices.
The outcome of a fusion product is a (sum of) tensor current(s) weighted by appropriate
structure constant(s), where the conservation of momentum is implied. While the Feynman
rules give rise to the amplitudes, the fusion products give rise to the BCJ numerators.
In general, we expect that the DDM basis numerator N(1; 2; : : : ; n 1; n)  N()
should be given by the kinematic analogue of a nested commutator. However, in the
special bi-scalar sector, depicted in gure 1, the commutator structure should simplify to
an ordered product of currents, where the pair-wise contractions are given by the fusion
product, thus the numerator should take the form
N() = J"^1(p1) ? J"2 (p2) ?    ? J"n 1 (pn 1) ; (3.8)
where as before 1 = 1 and n = n. We will interpret this product by evaluating it from
left to right. By construction the set of numerators are related by permutations in the legs
2 to n 1. We will refer to such numerators as \crossing symmetric", even if leg 1 and n
are always xed and thus special.
Eq. (3.8) indicates that a fusion product is relevant to our construction only when
its second input is a vector current J"i . For a generic tensor current fused with a vector
current, the fusion product is written as
J
(w)
a1

am(p) ? J"i(pi) =
m+2X
k=1
X
a01;:::;a
0
k
X
w0
f
a01:::a
0
k
a1:::am;"i(p; pi;w;w
0)J (w
0)
a01

a0k(p+ pi) ; (3.9)
where the f 's are coecients that are similar to kinematic structure constants; although
the fusion product is not necessarily antisymmetric. Assuming that the f coecients are
4In section 3.2, we also consider scalars. They will be viewed as gluons whose polarization vectors live
in higher dimensions.
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local polynomials in momenta and polarizations vectors gives the bound k 6 m + 2. We
note that we may think of the currents J as being generators of the kinematic algebra, but
we will not elaborate on that interpretation in this paper.
In eq. (3.8), N() is expressed in terms of vector and tensor currents. The tensor
currents of the form J
p(p) vanish when replaced by v    =pu because of the on-shell
condition =pu = 0. Using eq. (3.7), we can bring the other tensor currents into an irreducible
tensor current basis b, dened as the maximal set of tensor currents that cannot be linearly
combined into vector currents or zero. This process generates additional vector currents.
A natural choice of b involves the tensor currents whose labels are in the ascending order:5
J
(w)
"i1
"i2

"im
pj1
pj2

pjm0
(p) ;
1 6 i1 < : : : < im 6 n  1
1 6 j1 < : : : < jm0 6 n  1
: (3.10)
For tensor in the on-shell numerator N(), we have p =  pn due to momentum conserva-
tion. We can thus write eq. (3.8) as
N() = NTb () +N
V
b () ; (3.11)
where NTb () contains the terms spanned by the basis b, and N
V
b () denotes the corre-
sponding vector current part. Both parts are aected by the choice of basis b. While N()
is crossing symmetric by construction, it is not necessarily true for NTb () and N
V
b () in-
dividually. For the bi-scalar NMHV sector (2.20), a detailed discussion on this issue will
be presented in section 5.
For eq. (3.11) to be interpreted as the BCJ numerator associated with the DDM basis
color ordering , the tensor and vector currents have to satisfy two conditions. These
conditions will impose that only physical external states give rise to non-vanishing ampli-
tudes. Using the color-kinematics duality, the physical color-ordered amplitude is given by
the action of the propagator matrix on the corresponding BCJ numerators. Therefore, for
unphysical states, under the action of the propagator matrix, the tensor part should vanish
and the vector part should satisfy the gauge invariance condition, namely,
 null-space condition
X
2Sn 2
m(j)NTb () = 0 ; (3.12)
 gauge invariance
X
2Sn 2
m(j)NVb ()

"i!pi
= 0 : (3.13)
where m(j) is the propagator matrix and ;  denote the color orderings. The summation
is taken over the DDM basis with the rst and the last indices xed. Fusion products
satisfying these two constraints will give a kinematic algebra.
The standard BCJ numerator nb() can be read out from eq. (3.11) as follows
nb() = N
V
b ()

Ja!a"^n
: (3.14)
5The indices of the momenta have to be distinct because the on-shell condition p2i = 0 implies that
J
(w)

a
pi
pi
a0
(p) = 2p
2
iJ
(w)

a
a0
(p) = 0 due to the relation (3.7).
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This lowers the dimension by one unit since the dimensionful Ja gets replaced by a dimen-
sionless polarization vector. The subscript b emphasizes again that N() can be trans-
formed into dierent versions of the BCJ numerators, depending on the choice of b. The
tensor part NTb () does not contribute to nb() as it satises the null-space condition above.
3.2 Determining the fusion products for NMHV numerators
As the main result of this paper, we derive the fusion products that give the BCJ numer-
ators in the DDM basis for the bi-scalar NMHV sector (2.20) of Yang-Mills theory. They
can be solved for using an ansatz by imposing both the null-space condition (3.12) and
the gauge invariance condition (3.13), together with a few assumptions based on physical
considerations.
In the NMHV sector, we may argue that a tensor current can only have up to three
"'s and two p's, giving the following list of possible currents:
J (w)"i ; J
(w)
"i
"j
pl ; J
(w)
"i
"j
"h ; J
(w)
pi ; J
(w)
"i
pl
pm ; J
(w)
"i
"j
"h
pl
pm ; (3.15)
where J
(w)
"i denotes both the current J"i(pi) associated with an external gluon and any
possible internal vector current. More "i factors lead to terms exceeding the polarization
power-two limit when we permute the tensor components to reach a basis. Likewise, more
pi's lead to structure constants of negative mass dimensions, and such nonlocal terms are
excluded from our considerations.
Specializing to the bi-scalar part of the NMHV sector (2.20) means that we are only
interested in terms proportional to "^1"^n. Such terms can only be generated if the inter-
mediate currents carry the polarization "^1 (see gure 1). Thus, in this sector, the vector
currents J
(w)
pi and J
(w)
"i>1 are excluded. Similarly, all the higher-rank tensor currents without
"^1 are excluded. For the remaining tensor currents, we note that since "^1 is formally an
extra-dimensional object, we can always use the Cliord algebra (3.7) to freely move it to
the rst entry of the tensor.
We can further simplify the problem by imposing the following constraints on the
ansatz for fusion products:
(1) We assume there is only one tensor of the type J
(w)
"^1
"i
pj , and thus we omit the
superscript. We further assume that such a current containing an explicit momentum
needs to be converted to a proper tensor when it is fused with a physical vector, and
the relevant fusion product then becomes
J"^1
"i
pj (p) ? J"k(pk) =
1
2
(ppj)J (1)"^1
"i
"k(p+ pk) :
The above equation leads to6
J"^1
"i
p(p) ? J"k(pk) =
1
2
p2J
(1)
"^1
"i
"k(p+ pk) : (3.16)
We nd that J"^1
"i
p(p) is the only tensor of this type that appears in
our construction.
6This fusion rule bears a similar structure to the factorization
P
s(v    =pu)(v="iu) = p2v    ="iu, where
the state sum
P
s vu = =p is used.
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(2) The structure constants of J
(w)
"^1
"i
"j (p) ? J"k(pk) consist of only dot products of the
form "I p or "I pk , where I 2 fi; j; kg.
Let us briey discuss what are the possible intermediate currents that are generated by
the ordered fusion product (3.8), given the above assumptions. As discussed in section 3.1,
the current J"^1
"i
p(p) vanishes on shell. Thus it is used solely as a vehicle to raise tensor
rank in intermediate steps. The currents J
(w)
"^1
"i
"k produced by eq. (3.16) can all be
chosen to be of the same type, so we set w = 1. By restriction to the bi-scalar sector the
intermediate vector currents can only be J"^1 . Finally, the second assumption (3.16) implies
that J
(w)
"^1
"i
"j ?J"k only produces rank-three currents of the form J
(w)
"^1
"i
"j . Hence, internal
vector currents and J"^1
"i
p are exclusively generated by fusions of vector currents.
Altogether, the fusion rules under the above assumptions do not generate the last two
terms in the list (3.15). In conculsion, only the following fusion products are relevant to
our construction,
J"^1 ? J"k ; J
(w)
"^1
"i
"j ? J"k ; J"^1
"i
p ? J"k ;
and by assumption the last one is given by eq. (3.16). It is now feasible to write down a
generic ansatz for the fusion products and solve eq. (3.12) and (3.13) for the kinematic-
dependent coecients.
We note that the gauge invariance condition (3.13) concerns only the transformations
"i ! pi with 2 6 i 6 n 1. Furthermore, a gauge transformation mixes terms with dierent
polarization powers in the numerators (or equivalently, orders in Mandelstam variables).
In the restricted sector under consideration, the condition (3.13) should thus hold up to
the rst order in the Mandelstam variables. A full gauge invariance check requires higher
order terms in the polarization power, which is beyond the scope of this study.
At multiplicity three, eq. (3.8) becomes J"^1(p1) ? J"2(p2), whose vector part must
reproduce the BCJ numerator NV(123) = "2p1J"^1 ! "^1"^3 "2p1. The tensor part NT must
vanish on shell, hence it must be proportional to J"^1
"2
(p1+p2). At four points, the fusion
product J"^1(p1) ? J"2(p2) ? J"3(p3) needs to give the correct BCJ numerator for the four-
point amplitude. Eq. (3.16) then xes the coecient of J"^1
"2
(p1+p2) in J"^1(p1) ? J"2(p2),
which leads to
J"^1(p) ? J"i(pi) = "ip J"^1(p+ pi) 
1
2
J"^1
"i
(p+pi)(p+ pi) : (3.17)
The tensor J
(1)
"^1
"2
"3 shows up in the result of J"^1(p1) ? J"2(p2) ? J"3(p3). This current
does not vanish on-shell. Instead, it belongs to the null space of the four-point propagator
matrix m(j).
Starting from ve points, we encounter the fusion products J
(w)
"^1
"i
"j (p)?J"k(pk) (w = 1
for ve points). As mentioned before, the fusion product depends on the index w labeling
the current type. In the ansatz for J
(w)
"^1
"i
"j (p) ? J"k(pk), we assume each current in the
resulting expression carries a dierent w-index. Imposing the conditions eq. (3.12) and
eq. (3.13), we obtain the fusion rule for J
(1)
"^1
"i
"j (p) ? J"k(pk).
At six points, we repeat the exercise and solve the constraints (3.12) and (3.13) for the
undetermined J
(w)
"^1
"i
"j (p) ? J"k(pk). We observe that some of the currents J
(w)
"^1
"i
"j are
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forced to follow the same fusion rule as J
(1)
"^1
"i
"j , while the rest must behave dierently.
That is, those following the same rule are identied as J
(1)
"^1
"i
"j while the rest are a new
kind of current, which we denote as J
(2)
"^1
"i
"j . At seven points, we nd that the currents
generated by J
(2)
"^1
"i
"j ?J"k are also of the second kind. Hence, the algebra is closed under
multiplication on the right by J"k . And the nal fusion rules are determined to be
J
(1)
"^1
"i
"j (p) ? J"k(pk) = ("kp)J
(2)
"^1
"i
"j (p+ pk)
+ ("j p)J (1)"^1
"i
"k(p+ pk)  ("ip)J
(1)
"^1
"j
"k(p+ pk) ;
J
(2)
"^1
"i
"j (p) ? J"k(pk) = ("kp)J
(2)
"^1
"i
"j (p+ pk) : (3.18)
Notice that the fusion product involving J
(1)
"^1
"i
"k generates both the rst and the second
types of tensor currents. Interestingly, the type is correlated to the tensor labels of the
currents. The current with the same tensor labels as the input one has to be of the second
type while the rest are of the rst type.
In summary, up to six points, we encounter new fusion products at each multiplic-
ity, and at six points and beyond the algebra closes. Under our assumptions, the con-
straints (3.12) and (3.13) give a solution to the algebra without free parameters. The
nal fusion rules are given in eq. (3.16), (3.17) and (3.18), and only ve types of currents
are involved
J"^1 ; J"i ; J"^1
"i
p ; J
(1)
"^1
"i
"j ; J
(2)
"^1
"i
"j : (3.19)
Moreover, we have observed that, in this bi-scalar NMHV sector, the algebra was deter-
mined up to one free parameter by the null-space condition (3.12) at each multiplicity up
to seven points. This free parameter can be viewed as the global normalization of the
tensor current part of the BCJ numerator, with respect to the respective vector current
part. The gauge invariance condition (3.13) xes this global normalization.
We further check the algebra by computing the BCJ numerators from eq. (3.8) to
ten points. The constraints (3.12) and (3.13) are automatically satised, which strongly
suggests that the prescription works for any multiplicity, and the algebra is a candidate for
the kinematic algebra in the bi-scalar NMHV sector (2.20).
Let us emphasize that the tensor currents of the form J
(w)
"^1
"i
"j appear in the numerator
at four and beyond. As we will elaborate in section 5, the appearance of such tensor currents
reects the generalized gauge freedom of the BCJ numerators.
We note that the above fusion products only compute the half-ladder diagrams in the
DDM basis. Other diagrams are obtained by the Jacobi identities of the BCJ numerators.
To compute BCJ numerators outside the DDM basis using the kinematic algebra, the fusion
products have to be generalized and new fusion products need to be constructed in such a
way that they are consistent with the kinematic Jacobi identities. We leave this work for
the future.
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4 Closed form of the NMHV BCJ numerator
From the algebra given in eq. (3.16), (3.17) and (3.18), we can directly compute the n-point
bi-scalar NMHV BCJ numerators by evaluating the fusion product (3.8) from left to right.
The BCJ numerators computed this way can be packaged into a closed all-multiplicity
formula, which will be presented in this section.
As mentioned before, in the nal expression of the BCJ numerator, we implicitly equate
J
(w)
a1

ar to v=a1    =aru, regardless of the w-index, which can thus be omitted in our nal
result. The currents of the form J"^1
"i
p vanish due to =pu(p) = 0. Since our construction
is crossing-symmetric in leg 2 to n 1, it suces to display the numerator associated with
the color ordering f123   ng, while the rest of the DDM basis can be obtained by index
permutation. We write the result of (3.8) as
N = N (1) +N (2) + terms that vanish on shell : (4.1)
As we will see later, N (1) and N (2) will produce terms with polarization power one and
two respectively. The N (1) part is proportional to the vector current J"^1
N (1)(123   n) =
 
n 1Y
j=2
"j p1j 1
!
J"^1 : (4.2)
This numerator still involves the abstract current J"^1 , and to obtain a proper BCJ numer-
ator we use the simple replacement rule given in eq. (3.14). This replaces J"^1 by "^1"^n.
The resulting expression agrees with the results given in ref. [77].
Remarkably, the N (2) part also takes a very compact form,
N (2)(123   n) = 1
2
n 2X
i=2
n 1X
`;m=i
m>`
( 1)` i 1s1i
 Y
j2Si`m
"j p1j 1
!
det(P[i;` 1])J"^1
"`
"m ;
(4.3)
where the set Si`m = f2    i   1g [ f` + 1    m^   n   1g.7 For r1; r2 2 f1   n   1g, the
matrix P is given by
Pr1r2 =
(
"r1 p1(r2+1) r1 6 r2 + 1
0 otherwise
; (4.4)
and P[i;` 1] is the submatrix of P whose rows and columns range between i and `  1. The
number of terms in the determinant det(P[i;` 1]) is 2` i 1. The tensor current J"^1
"`
"m
can be replaced as in eq. (3.5); however, extracting the vector component requries some
more work. We explain how to do this in section 5.
The N (1) part given eq. (4.2) is generated purely by the rst term of eq. (3.17), and
gives all the terms of polarization power one in the BCJ numerator. The N (2) part eq. (4.3)
is a result of all the four fusion rules, and gives all the terms of polarization power two.
7The element with a hat means that it is absent in the set.
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While the expression of N (1) is rather simple, we now give the explicit formula for N (2) up
to seven points as our examples.
At n = 4, the summation in eq. (4.3) has only one term i = ` = 2 and m = 3.
The matrix P[i;` 1] is zero-dimensional and in this case we set the determinant to be one.
This gives
N (2)(1234) =  1
2
s12 J"^1
"2
"3 : (4.5)
This result agrees with the Feynman rule calculation in eq. (3.3). The tensor part is in the
null space of the four-point propagator matrix as shown previously in eq. (3.4).
At n = 5, the nested summation in eq. (4.3) contains the following four terms:
N (2)(12345) =  1
2
s12
 
"4p123 J"^1
"2
"3 + "3p12 J"^1
"2
"4   det(P[2;2])J"^1
"3
"4

  1
2
s123 "2p1 J"^1
"3
"4 ; (4.6)
where the determinant is simply det(P[2;2]) = "2p123.
At n = 6, from eq. (4.3) we get
N (2)(123456) =
  1
2
s12

"4p123 "5p1234 J"^1
"2
"3+"3p12 "5p1234 J"^1
"2
"4+"3p12 "4p123J"^1
"2
"5

+
1
2
s12

det(P[2;2])("5p1234 J"^1
"3
"4+"4p123 J"^1
"3
"5) det(P[2;3])J"^1
"4
"5

  1
2
s123

"2p1 "5p1234 J"^1
"3
"4+"2p1 "4p123 J"^1
"3
"5 "2p1 det(P[3;3])J"^1
"4
"5

  1
2
s1234 "2p1 "3p12 J"^1
"4
"5 ; (4.7)
in which two new matrices appear,
P[3;3] = ["3p1234] ; P[2;3] =
"
"2p123 "2p1234
"3p123 "3p1234
#
:
As our last example, at n = 7, eq. (4.3) gives
N (2)(1234567) =
  1
2
s12

"4p123 "5p1234 "6p12345 J"^1
"2
"3 + "3p12 "5p1234 "6p12345 J"^1
"2
"4

  1
2
s12

"3p12 "4p123 "6p12345 J"^1
"2
"5 + "3p12 "4p123 "5p1234 J"^1
"2
"6

+
1
2
s12 det(P[2;2])

"5p1234 "6p12345J"^1
"3
"4 + "4p123"6p12345 J"^1
"3
"5

+
1
2
s12

det(P[2;2]) "4p123 "5p1234 J"^1
"3
"6   det(P[2;3]) "6p12345 J"^1
"4
"5

  1
2
s12

det(P[2;3]) "5p1234 J"^1
"4
"6   det(P[2;4]) J"^1
"5
"6

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  1
2
s123 "2p1

"5p1234 "6p12345 J"^1
"3
"4 + "4p123 "6p12345 J"^1
"3
"5

  1
2
s123 "2p1

"4p123 "5p1234 J"^1
"3
"6   det(P[3;3]) "6p12345 J"^1
"4
"5

+
1
2
s123 "2p1

det(P[3;3]) "5p1234 J"^1
"4
"6   det(P[3;4]) J"^1
"5
"6

  1
2
s1234 "2p1 "3p12

"6p12345 J"^1
"4
"5+"5p1234 J"^1
"4
"6 det(P[4;4]) J"^1
"5
"6

  1
2
s12345 "2p1 "3p12 "4p123 J"^1
"5
"6 ; (4.8)
where the three new matrices are given by
P[4;4] = ["4p12345] ;
P[3;4] =
"
"3p1234 "3p12345
"4p1234 "4p12345
#
;
P[2;4] =
264"2p123 "2p1234 "2p12345"3p123 "3p1234 "3p12345
0 "4p1234 "4p12345
375 :
Note that the BCJ numerators given above still contain the vector and tensor currents.
For conventional on-shell expressions, the tensor currents need to be expanded in a basis,
followed by the replacement of the vectors with physical polarizations (3.14). As we will
see in the next section, this process exposes the generalized gauge freedom encoded in the
construction.
5 Generalized gauge freedom from tensor currents
BCJ numerators are not unique due to the generalized gauge freedom. In this section, we
discuss a particular class of such freedom captured by the tensor currents.
We organize the BCJ numerators computed from eq. (3.8) according to polarization
powers. The polarization-power-one terms given in eq. (4.2) are unique and unaected by
the generalized gauge transformations under concern. The polarization-power-two terms
depend on the choice of the irreducible tensor current basis b. Dierent b's lead to dierent
but gauge-equivalent NVb 's that give the same tree level amplitude.
For a given basis b, the tensor current NTb must be in the null space of the propagator
matrix. Given any monomial of the form "i1 pj1    "in 4 pjn 4J"^1
"in 3
"in 2 , its coecient
must vanish independently under the action of the propagator matrix. We call a monomial
of such form a tensor monomial. A maximal set of the tensor monomials that are linearly
independent up to vector currents forms an irreducible tensor monomial basis. It is a
special case of the irreducible tensor current basis mentioned in section 3.1, which includes
also the ("ipj) prefactors. From now on, we will work in the irreducible tensor monomial
basis without further specication. The label b will be used to specify dierent choices of
such bases.
The freedom in the choice of the tensor monomial basis originates from the Cliord
algebra in eq. (3.7) and accounts for a particular subset of the generalized gauge freedom
of the BCJ numerator.
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5.1 Freedom in non-crossing-symmetric numerators
Irreducible tensor monomial basis provides a quantitative characterization of generalized
gauge freedom. To demonstrate this, we rst dene the following quantity
Ji;j(x)  (1  x)J"^1
"i
"j   xJ"^1
"j
"i ; (i < j) : (5.1)
For i > j, we have Ji;j(x) =  Jj;i(1   x). The freedom captured by the tensor current
J"^1
"i
"j is then described by the free parameter x. Let fm1;m2; : : : ;mHng denote a basis
of tensor monomials in the ascending order. We can lift all the J"^1
"i
"j into Ji;j(xh) to
form a new basis 
m1(x1) ; m2(x2) ; : : : ; mHn(xHn)
	
(5.2)
characterized by the vector [x1; x2; : : : ; xHn ], where Hn is the dimension of the basis for n
external particles. In particular, when all the xh's are zero, we can write N() as
N() = N (1)() +N (2)() =
HnX
h=1
Rh()mh(0) +N
V
[0;0;:::;0]() ; (5.3)
where Rh() denotes the coecient of mh(0). The subscript of N
V
[0;0;:::;0] indicates that it
results from the basis (5.2) with all xh's being zero. For generic xh's, we have
N() = NT[x1;x2;:::;xHn ]
() +NV[x1;x2;:::;xHn ]
() ; (5.4)
where the tensor and vector currents are given by
NT[x1;x2;:::;xHn ]
() =
HnX
h=1
Rh()mh(xh) ;
NV[x1;x2;:::;xHn ]
() =
HnX
h=1
xhRh()

mh(xh)

Ji;j(xh)!2"i"jJ"^1

+NV[0;0;:::;0]() : (5.5)
The replacement Ji;j(xh) ! 2"i"jJ"^1 compensates the mismatch in the vector currents
from lifting J"^1
"i
"j to Ji;j(xh).
In eq. (5.5), the tensor currents are expanded in terms of the basis element mh(xh). As
we will show in section 6, each coecient Rh() satises the null-space condition eq. (3.12)
and corresponds to certain BCJ relations. Thus both NT[x1;x2;:::;xHn ]
() and the xh depen-
dent part of the BCJ numerator NV[x1;x2;:::;xHn ]
() satisfy the null space condition. Fol-
lowing eq. (3.14), we can now remove the tensor currents, and NV[x1;x2;:::;xHn ]
() can be
converted to the conventional form of the BCJ numerator by J"^1 ! "^1"^n. Interestingly,
NV[x1;x2;:::;xHn ]
() contains a set of parameters that span the subset of the generalized gauge
freedom related to a Cliord algebra. The number of free parameters is simply Hn, the
dimension of irreducible tensor monomial basis.
Next, we illustrate with examples the characterization of the generalized gauge freedom
using the tensor currents.
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Four-point. The irreducible tensor monomial basis is simply fJ2;3(x)g, which is one-
dimensional. For x = 0, the DDM numerators are"
N(1234)
N(1324)
#
=
"
"2p1 "3p12 J"^1
"3p1 "2p13 J"^1
#
+
1
2
"
 s12
s13
#
J2;3(0) +
"
0
 s13 "2"3 J"1
#
: (5.6)
For a generic basis parameterized by x, we have"
N(1234)
N(1324)
#
=
"
NVx (1234)
NVx (1324)
#
+
"
NTx (1234)
NTx (1324)
#
; (5.7)
where "
NTx (1234)
NTx (1324)
#
=
1
2
"
 s12
s13
#
J2;3(x);"
NVx (1234)
NVx (1324)
#
=
"
"2p1 "3p12 J"^1
"3p1 "2p13 J"^1
#
+ x
"
 s12
s13
#
"2"3 J"1 +
"
0
 s13 "2"3 J"1
#
: (5.8)
Clearly, both NTx and the x-dependent part in N
V
x are in the null space of the four-point
propagator matrix, for any value of x. The generalized gauge freedom contained in NVx
is one-dimensional, characterized by the parameter x. We can obtain conventional BCJ
numerators by the replacement J"^1 ! "^1"^4 in NVx .
Five-point. From eq. (4.6), one can nd nine irreducible tensor monomials. Lifting every
J"^1
"i
"j to the respective Ji;j(xh) leads to one possible choice for the irreducible tensor
monomial basis that encodes the information of the generalized gauge freedom. This tensor
monomial basis is spanned by
"4p1 J2;3(x1) ; "3p1 J2;4(x2) ; "2p1 J3;4(x3) ; "4p2 J2;3(x4) ; "4p3 J2;3(x5) ;
"3p2 J2;4(x6) ; "3p4 J2;4(x7) ; "2p3 J3;4(x8) ; "2p4 J3;4(x9) : (5.9)
In this basis, the BCJ numerators given by eq. (5.5) are
NT[x1;:::;x9]() =
1
2

R1()"4p1 J2;3(x1) +R2()"3p1 J2;4(x2) +R3()"2p1 J3;4(x3)
+R4()"4p2 J2;3(x4) +R5()"4p3 J2;3(x5) +R6()"3p2 J2;4(x6)
+R7()"3p4J2;4(x7) +R8()"2p3 J3;4(x8) +R9()"2p4 J3;4(x9)

;
NV[x1;:::;x9]() = [x1R1()"4p1 + x4R4()"4p2 + x5R5()"4p3] "2"3 J"^1
+ [x2R2()"3p1 + x6R6()"3p2 + x7R7()"3p4] "2"4 J"^1
+ [x3R3()"2p1 + x8R8()"2p3 + x9R9()"2p4] "3"4 J"^1
+NV[0;:::;0]() : (5.10)
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The NV[0;0;:::;0]() in the above equation takes the form
NV[0;:::;0] = N
(1) +
266666664
0
s12 "2p14 "3"4   s124 "2p1 "3"4
 s13 "4p123 "2"3
 s13 "4p13 "2"3 + s13 "3p14 "2"4   s134 "3p1"2"4
 s14 "3p124 "2"4   s14 "2p14 "3"4
(s14 "4p13   s134 "4p1) "2"3   s14 ("3p14 "2"4 + "2p134 "3"4)
377777775
J"^1 ;
where the columns are indexed by f12345; 12435; 13245; 13425; 14235; 14325g, the color
orderings in the ve-point DDM basis. The coecients Rh are
R1 =
266666664
 s12
 s12
s13
s13
 s124 + s14
s134   s14
377777775
; R2 =
266666664
 s12
 s12
s13   s123
s134   s13
s14
s14
377777775
; R3 =
266666664
s12   s123
 s12   s124
 s13
 s13
s14
s14
377777775
;
R4 =
266666664
 s12
 s12
s13
0
s14
0
377777775
; R5 =
266666664
 s12
0
s13
s13
0
 s14
377777775
; R6 =
266666664
 s12
 s12
s13
0
s14
0
377777775
;
R7 =
266666664
0
 s12
0
 s13
s14
s14
377777775
; R8 =
266666664
s12
0
 s13
 s13
0
s14
377777775
; R9 =
266666664
0
 s12
0
 s13
s14
s14
377777775
: (5.11)
All the Rh's correspond to certain BCJ relations to be studied in section 6. Therefore, the
coecients of each xh in both N
T
[x1;:::;x9]
and NV[x1;:::;x9] are in the null space of the ve-point
propagator matrix. We can now remove NT[x1;:::;x9] and translate N
V
[x1;:::;x9]
into conventional
BCJ numerators by the replacement J"^1 ! "^1"^5. The generalized gauge freedom captured
by the tensor currents is characterized by the nine free xh's.
Higher multiplicities. The pattern shown above can be carried over to higher multiplic-
ities. We can always construct the basis (5.2) by reading o the irreducible tensor monomi-
als from eq. (4.3) and promoting each J"^1
"i
"j to Ji;j(xh). The parameters fx1;    ; xHng
control the subset of the generalized gauge freedom that are induced by a Cliord algebra.
We show the dimension of such gauge freedom up to eight points in the table below:
n = 4 n = 5 n = 6 n = 7 n = 8
free parameters 1 9 90 1080 15435
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5.2 Tensor monomial diagram and topology
Tensor currents control part of the generalized gauge freedom induced by the Cliord
algebra (3.7), among which we are most interested in those that leaves the numerators
crossing symmetric. Our goal is to nd the irreducible tensor monomial bases that leave
NV crossing symmetric. To better understand this subset of bases, we introduce tensor
monomial diagram, a diagrammatic representation of tensor monomials, constructed by
the following rules:
 Each "ipj factor is denoted by a black node  with label i for j > 1 and by a white
node  with label i for j = 1.
 The tensor J"^1
"i
"j is denoted by a thick black line, of which the left endpoint is
labeled by i and the right endpoint by j.
 If "ipj "j pk appears, we connect the two nodes i and j by a red line. If "ipj J"^1
"j
"k
or "ipk J"^1
"j
"k appears, we draw a red line between the vertex i and the corre-
sponding endpoint of the thick black line.
 We organize the diagram such that the white node  always appears as the left-most
element.
The diagram for a tensor monomial may be fully connected or a collection of several
disconnected pieces. In a disconnected diagram, each connected component contains either
the thick black line, denoting the tensor current, or a white node. In particular, we call
the piece containing the thick line the tensor part of the diagram. Stripping o all the
labels from a monomial diagram, we get the topology of the diagram. Two topologies are
considered same if their tensor parts are identical up to a left-right reection, and the
pieces connected to white nodes are identical. As an example, we show the diagram and
topology of a particular monomial:
("2p1)("3p2)("4p2)("5p7)("6p7)("9p8)J"1
"7
"8 :
4
3
2
5
6
987
topology:
3
:
The diagrams with labels are in a one-to-one correspondence with the tensor monomials,
while each topology characterizes a minimal set of tensor monomials that is mapped to
itself under permutations of labels.
5.3 Freedom for crossing-symmetric numerators
Since N() is crossing symmetric by construction, crossing-symmetric NVb is the conse-
quence of a crossing-symmetric tensor current NTb and basis b. The symmetry property
of tensor diagrams enables us to easily construct such bases and study the generalized
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gauge freedom therein. In practice, we start with the basis (5.2) with all the xh = 0 and
extract the topologies for these tensor monomials. Then the following two rules select the
basis that respect the crossing symmetries, based on whether the tensor part of the given
topology is left-right symmetric:
(1) if the tensor part is symmetric under the left-right reection, we replace J"^1
"i
"j by
Ji;j(1=2) in each tensor monomial of this topology.
(2) if the tensor part is not symmetric under the left-right reection, we divide the
diagrams in this topology into two sets such that the tensor parts of one set are
mapped into the other under the left-right reection. Then we replace J"^1
"i
"j by
Ji;j(x) in one set and by Ji;j(1  x) in the other.
Imposing crossing symmetries reduces the number of free parameters from Hn to half of
the number of the topologies with left-right asymmetric tensor part. This construction
covers a subspace of crossing-symmetric BCJ numerators. We illustrate the construction
with several examples.
Four-point. There is only one independent tensor monomial and its topology is ,
which enjoys the left-right reection symmetry. We thus choose fJ2;3(12)g as the basis, and
write the numerator as"
N(1234)
N(1324)
#
=
"
"2p1"3p12J"^1
"3p1"2p13J"^1
#
+
1
2
"
 s12J2;3(12)  s12"2"3J"1
s13J2;3(12)  s13"2"3J"1
#
: (5.12)
We can remove the tensors, as they are in the null space of the propagator matrix. The
numerator then becomes"
N(1234)
N(1324)
#
remove tensors           !
24NV12 (1234)
NV1
2
(1324)
35 = ""2p1"3p12J"^1
"3p1"2p13J"^1
#
+
1
2
"
 s12"2"3J"1
 s13"2"3J"1
#
: (5.13)
Clearly the result is symmetric under the relabeling 2 $ 3. In this case, there is no gauge
freedom induced by the Cliord algebra.
Five-point. In this case, there are two distinct topologies,
number of monomials:
3!
2
= 3 ; (5.14a)
number of monomials: 3! = 6 : (5.14b)
The tensor monomials of the topology (5.14a) are "4p1 J"^1
"2
"3 , "3p1 J"^1
"2
"4 and
"2p1 J"^1
"3
"4 , all of which have symmetric tensor parts. Hence, the basis for topol-
ogy (5.14a) is 
"4p1 J2;3(12) ; "3p1 J2;4(12) ; "2p1 J3;4(12)
	
: (5.15)
The topology (5.14b) contains six tensor monomials, among which the diagrams for
"4p2 J"^1
"2
"3 , "3p2 J"^1
"2
"4 and "2p3 J"^1
"3
"4 are the mirror images of those for
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"4p3 J"^1
"2
"3 , "3p4 J"^1
"2
"4 and "2p4 J"^1
"3
"4 . Since the tensor part is asymmetric,
we choose the basis as:
"4p2 J2;3(x) ; "4p3 J2;3(1  x) ; "3p2 J2;4(x) ;
"3p4 J2;4(1  x) ; "2p3 J3;4(x) ; "2p4 J3;4(1  x)
	
: (5.16)
Eq. (5.15) and (5.16) together form a crossing-symmetric basis, in which the BCJ numerator
is also crossing symmetric:
NV
[ 1
2
; 1
2
; 1
2
;x;1 x;y;1 x;x;1 x](12345) (5.17)
= N (1)(12345)  1
2
s12 ["4p1 + 2x"4p2 + (2  2x)"4p3] "2"3 J"^1
  1
2
s12("3p1 + 2x"3p2)"2"4 J"^1 +
1
2

( s123 + s12)"2p1 + 2xs12"2p3

"3"4 J"^1 ;
where N (1) is given by eq. (4.2). We only have one free parameter x here.
Six-point. In this case, there are six distinct topologies, as shown in table 1. The three
topologies in the left column have left-right symmetric tensor parts, to which we just
perform the replacement J"^1
"i
"j ! Ji;j(12). The three topologies in the right column
have asymmetric tensor parts. For each such topology a, we divide its monomial diagrams
into two groups with the tensor parts in one group being the mirror of those in the other.
We apply J"^1
"i
"j ! Ji;j(xa) to one group and J"^1
"i
"j ! Ji;j(1  xa) to the other. As
a result, the bases for these three topologies are
"2 p3 "3 p5 J4;5(x1) ; "2 p3 "3 p4 J4;5(1  x1) j4 < 5
	
;
"4 p3 "5 p3 J2;3(x2) ; "4 p2 "5 p2 J2;3(1  x2) j 2 < 3
	
;
"!4 p!3 "!5 p1 J!2;!3(x3) ; "!4 p!2 "!5 p1 J!2;!3(1  x3) j!2 < !3
	
; (5.18)
where ,  and ! are permutations of f2; 3; 4; 5g that preserve the relative ordering of
the tensor part indices. One can easily check that both the basis and numerators are
crossing symmetric. We now have three parameters fx1; x2; x3g to control the freedom in
the crossing-symmetric numerators.
Higher multiplicities. The same analysis applies to generic cases, and we list below
the number of free parameters in the crossing-symmetric numerators up to eight points.
n = 4 n = 5 n = 6 n = 7 n = 8
free parameters 0 1 3 9 22
6 BCJ relations from monomial diagrams
In this section, we demonstrate that, given an irreducible tensor monomial basis, the coe-
cient vector Rh of each basis element mh always corresponds to a BCJ relation. Therefore,
each Rh must lie in the null space of the propagator matrix at any multiplicity.
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topology
number of
monomials
4!
2 2 = 6(1)
4!
2
= 12(3)
4!
2
= 12(5)
topology
number of
monomials
4! = 24(2)
4!
2
= 12(4)
4! = 24(6)
Table 1. The topology and the number of monomials contained at six points.
We rst work out the rules to write down Rh for the monomials with a connected
topology in section 6.1, while the rules for generic disconnected topologies will be given in
section 6.2. The building blocks for these two cases are binary and generalized binary BCJ
relations respectively, both of which will be dened shortly.
We will work in the basis with all xh's being zero in eq. (5.2). However, the discussion
is completely generic since Rh does not depend on xh, and thus it remains the same in
other bases.
6.1 Binary BCJ relations and connected topologies
A binary BCJ relation is dened as the following object being zero on shell
B(12   n 2) 
 
I  P(12n 2)
   I  P(1n 3)     I  P(12)
 s11A(11   n 2n); (6.1)
where the operator P(12j) generates the cyclic permutation (12   j) onto the in-
dices of the object it acts on, and I is the identity permutation. For example, the following
action gives 
I  P(12)
  s11A(1; 1; 2    ) = s11A(112    )  s12A(121    ) :
When generating B(12   n 2), we start with a single object s11A(112    ), while
each action of (I   P(12 )) doubles the number of terms. Therefore, the total number
of terms involved in the binary BCJ relation B(12   n 2) = 0 is 2n 3. The algebraic
construction in eq. (6.1) leads to the following closed form
B(12   n 2) =
n 2X
i=1
X
2fi 1; ;1gfi+1; ;n 2g
( 1)i 1s1iA(1; i; ; n) ; (6.2)
where  denotes the order-preserving shue of two sets.8
8With a slight abuse of language, we will simply refer B(1   n 2) as a binary BCJ relation. This
nomenclature also applies to the other BCJ relations later given in eq. (6.3) and eq. (6.19).
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To show that eq. (6.1) is indeed a BCJ relation, we express it as a linear combination
of the generalized BCJ relations [1, 87{90]
R(12   sj12   r) 
X
2f12sg
f12rg
rX
j=1
X
i<j
sijA(1; ; n) ; (6.3)
where in last summation we dene 1  1. We nd that the following identity holds on
the support of the momentum conservation
B(1   n 2) =
n 3X
i=1
( 1)iR(i   21ji+1   n 2) : (6.4)
For example, at four points, eq. (6.1) gives
B(23) =  I  P(23)  s12A(1234) = s12A(1234)  s13A(1324) ; (6.5)
which agrees with the generalized BCJ relation
 R(2j3) =  (s13 + s23)A(1234)  s13A(1324) = s12A(1234)  s13A(1324) : (6.6)
Similarly, at ve points, we have
B(234) =  I  P(234)   I  P(23)  [s12A(12345)]
=
 
I  P(234)
  [s12A(12345)  s13A(13245)]
= s12A(12345)  s13A(13245)  s13A(13425) + s14A(14325) : (6.7)
The right hand side of eq. (6.4) gives the same result
 R(2j34) +R(32j4)
=   [(s1234   s12)A(12345) + (s1234   s132 + s13)A(13245) + s134A(13425)]
+ (s1324   s132)A(13245) + (s134   s13)A(13425) + s14A(14325)
= s12A(12345)  s13A(13245)  s13A(13425) + s14A(14325) : (6.8)
In both eq. (6.6) and (6.8), only momentum conservation has been used. We have checked
the validity of eq. (6.4) up to twenty points.
With the binary BCJ relations in hand, we present the algorithm to read o the
coecients Rh's of monomials with connected topologies. Since these monomials do not
contain "ip1, their diagrams can be viewed as two trees rooted on the node of the tensor
part . We start with the simplest connected topology, the chain topology :
i i+1 i+2 n 3 n 2i 121
: (6.9)
This diagram is associated with the monomial
"1 p2 "2 p3    "i 1 piJ"^1
"i
"i+1 "i+2 pi+1    "n 3 pn 4 "n 2 pn 3 : (6.10)
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We nd that the coecient Rh of this monomial appear in a single binary BCJ relation.
Namely, we have
chain topology:
X
2Sn 2
Rh()A() = B(12   n 2) : (6.11)
As a simple example, we consider the monomial "2p3 J"^1
"3
"4 that appears at ve points.
Its monomial diagram is
"2p3 J"^1
"3
"4 : 2 3 4 : (6.12)
The coecient vector is R8 in eq. (5.11) and it satises eq. (6.11)X
2S3
Rh()A() = B(234) = s12A(12345)  s13A(13245)  s13A(13425) + s14A(14325) :
(6.13)
Next, we move on to generic connected topologies, as shown in gure 2. The nodes
are separated into two sets L and R, both of which are trees rooted on the node of the
tensor current J"^1
"i
"j . For any two nodes l 2 L and r 2 R, there is a unique path
connecting them, passing through the roots i and j. This path, denoted as (l; r) and
schematically shown by the blue curve in gure 2, traverses an ordered subset of indices
that starts at l and ends at r. We nd that the coecient Rh of a monomial with a generic
connected topology can be related to a linear combination of the binary BCJ relations in
the following way X
2Sn 2
Rh()A() =
X
2Otensor
B(23    n 1) ; (6.14)
where Otensor contains all the permutations that respect the relative orderings of indices
given by all possible pairs (l; r). For instance, we consider the following monomial that
appears at six points:
"2p4 "3p4 J"1
"4
"5 :
4 5
2
3
: (6.15)
In this case, we have L = f2; 3; 4g and R = f5g, which give three (l; r) paths:
(l; r) = (2; 5)! f2; 4; 5g ; (l; r) = (3; 5)! f3; 4; 5g ; (l; r) = (4; 5)! f4; 5g : (6.16)
Among all the permutations of f2; 3; 4; 5g, only f2; 3; 4; 5g and f3; 2; 4; 5g are compatible
with all the three ordered subsets in eq. (6.16), namely
Otensor =
f2; 3; 4; 5g; f3; 2; 4; 5g	 : (6.17)
We can read o the coecient vector Rh of "2p4 "3p4 J"1
"4
"5 from eq. (6.14):X
2S3
Rh()A() = B(2345) + B(3245) : (6.18)
which agrees with that in eq. (4.7). We note that Otensor can be generated by the ordered
splitting of L followed by the reverse ordered splitting of R. Such operation has appeared
before in dierent but potentially related studies [91{93].
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r
l L R
i
j
Figure 2. The graph for general connected topology. The white blobs denote generic trees com-
posed of red edges and solid dots.
6.2 Generalized binary BCJ relations and disconnected topologies
Now we move on to the tensor monomials with disconnected topologies. These tensor
monomials contain at least one factor of "ip1. The discussion here resembles that for
connected topologies. The coecient vectors of these monomials can be related to the
generalized binary BCJ relations, dened as the following object being zero on shell:
B(12   sj12   r) 
 
I  P(1r)
   I  P(1r 1)     I  P(12)

X
2f1sg
f1rg
X
i<1
si1A(1; ; n) ; (6.19)
where  and  are two disjoint ordered sets whose union gives f2; 3   n  1g. Suppose 1
is the (j+1)-th element in the color ordering f1; ; ng, then the coecient of A(1; ; n) can
be written explicitly as X
i<1
si1 = s12j1   s12j : (6.20)
In particular, if 1 = 2, we have s12j1 = s11 and s12j = 0. Eq. (6.19) returns to a
binary BCJ relation if  is empty. The generalized binary BCJ relations are obtained from
consecutive actions of the operators of the form (I P(12 )), which double the number of
terms after every action. The second line of eq. (6.19) contains (r+s)!r!s! color ordered ampli-
tudes and hence the total number of color ordered amplitudes in B(12   sj12   r)
is precisely 2r 1 (r+s)!r!s! . We can rewrite eq. (6.19) as
B(12   sj12   r) =
rX
i=1
X
2fi 11g
fi+1rg
X
2f1sg
fi;g
( 1)i 1
X
j<i
sjiA(1; ; n) : (6.21)
On the support of momentum conservation, it is also a linear combination of the generalized
BCJ relations
B(12   sj12   r) =
rX
i=1
( 1)i 1
X
2fi 12;1g
f1;2sg
R(ji   r) : (6.22)
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Figure 3. The graph for general disconnected topology.
For example, at n = 5, B(2j34) is given by
B(2j34) =  I  P(34)  [(s123   s12)A(12345) + s13A(13245) + s13A(13425)]
= (s123   s12)A(12345) + s13A(13245) + s13A(13425)
  (s124   s12)A(12435) + s14A(14235) + s14A(14325) ; (6.23)
while the right hand side of eq. (6.22) reads
R(2j34) R(23j4) R(32j4)
= (s1234   s12)A(12345) + (s1234   s123 + s13)A(13245) + s134A(13425)
  (s1234   s123)A(12345) + (s124   s12)A(12435) + s14A(14235)
  (s1324   s132)A(13245) + (s134   s13)A(13425) + s14A(14325) ; (6.24)
which agrees with eq. (6.23) after using the momentum conservation. Another example of
eq. (6.22) at n = 6 is
B(23j45) = R(23j45) R(234j5) R(243j5) R(423j5) ; (6.25)
which can also be directly veried. We have checked the validity of eq. (6.22) numerically
up to twenty points.
Next, we give the prescription for reading o the Rh's of the tensor monomials with
disconnected topologies. Since these tensor monomials contain at least one factor of "ip1,
their diagrams contain one or more trees that are rooted on a white node.
The simplest disconnected topology contains two chains, one of which starts at a white
node as shown below
i i+1 i+2 r 1 ri 1211 2 s 1 s
: (6.26)
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5 6
3
2
4
(a) "2p1"3p1"4p1J"^1
"5
"6
5 6
32
4
(b) "2p1"3p2"4p1J"^1
"5
"6
5 6
3
4
2
(c) "2p1"3p2"4p2J"^1
"5
"6
Figure 4. Typical monomials of disconnected topologies at seven points.
This diagram comes from the tensor monomial
"s ps 1    "2 p1"1 p1
 "1 p2    "i 1 piJ"^1
"i
"i+1 "i+2 pi+1    "r pr 1 :
We nd that the coecient Rh of this monomial is related to a single generalized binary
BCJ relation as followsX
2Sn 2
Rh()A() = B(12   sj12   r) : (6.27)
We consider the monomial "2p1 J"^1
"3
"4 as an example, which appears at ve points. The
diagram for this monomial is
"2p1 J"^1
"3
"4 : 3 42 : (6.28)
The coecient vector of this monomial is R3 in eq. (5.11), which agrees with the relation
below following from eq. (6.27)
Rh of "2p1J"^1
"3
"4 :
X
2S3
Rh()A() = B(2j34) : (6.29)
For a generic disconnected topology as shown in gure 3, where the trees rooted on
white nodes are labeled as T1, T2, etc, we can relate the coecient vector Rh of such a
topology to a linear combination of the generalized BCJ relations as followsX

Rh()A() =
X
2O(T1;T2 )
X
2Otensor
B(12   sj12   s) ; (6.30)
where the summations are taken over two sets of color orderings. While Otensor is con-
structed from the tensor part of this monomial the same way as in eq. (6.14), the set
O(T1;T2    ) is constructed similarly from the trees rooted on white nodes. Given such a
tree, say, T1, a path from the root t1 to another node t` (the blue path in gure 3) denes
an ordered subset of the nodes along this path. Then O(T1;T2    ) contains all the per-
mutations that are compatible with all such ordered subsets. Like the case for connected
topologies, ordered splitting [91{93] can be used to generate this set.
We give three examples shown in gure 4. They are all monomials with disconnected
topologies that appear at seven points. They have the same trivial tensor part such that
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Otensor = ff5; 6gg. For the monomial of gure 4(a), there are no constraints on the ordering
of the three white nodes, and hence eq. (6.27) demands
Figure 4(a):
X
2S5
Rh()A() = B(234j56) + B(243j56) + B(324j56)
+ B(342j56) + B(423j56) + B(432j56) : (6.31)
In Figure 4(b), a tree stems from one of the white nodes and the order f2; 3g has to be
respected. In this case, eq. (6.27) reads
Figure 4(b):
X
2S5
Rh()A() = B(234j56) + B(243j56) + B(423j56) : (6.32)
Finally, in gure 4(c), there are two paths constructed from the part containing the white
nodes, which dene the orders f2; 3g and f2; 4g. Eq. (6.27) reads
Figure 4(c):
X
2S5
Rh()A() = B(234j56) + B(243j56) : (6.33)
All the three results agree with the fusion product calculation at seven points.
7 Conclusion and outlook
In this paper, we introduce a framework that makes use of tensor currents and fusion
products to construct BCJ numerators in the DDM basis. This framework constitutes a
particular realization of the kinematic Lie algebra that underlies color-kinematics duality,
and that was rst studied by Monteiro and O'Connell in the self-dual sector of Yang-Mill
theory [71]. We restrict the discussion in this paper to the bi-scalar NMHV sector (2.20),
in which the kinematic numerators contain an overall factor "1"n and there is at most one
other factor of "i"j (the polarization power is two). Given certain assumptions, we nd a
kinematic algebra without free parameters in this sector. It is dened in terms of the fusion
products of the tensor and vector currents. The uncovered algebra has a simple structure
that allows us to write down an all-multiplicity closed formula for the BCJ numerators
in this bi-scalar NMHV sector. We note that focusing on the bi-scalar NMHV sector
is not a severe limitation, since this sector contains the full information of the NMHV
numerators. Indeed, pure-gluon NMHV numerators can be obtained by superposing bi-
scalar numerators following the dimensional-oxidation prescription of ref. [77].
In addition to interpreting the vector/tensor currents and fusion products as elements
of the kinematic Lie algebra, they can be viewed as the ingredients of a Berends-Giele re-
cursion for o-shell BCJ numerators. The vector and tensor currents can then be formally
viewed as certain o-shell elds that are being recursively constructed. Previous work have
systematically analyzed the construction of BCJ numerators through Berends-Giele recur-
sion [21, 23, 94], however in that work a non-linear gauge transformation was needed to
make the o-shell numerators obey color-kinematics duality. Such gauge transformations
were constructed through an iterative process that generated new formulas at each step.
For the kinematic algebra constructed in this work, we directly land on a \BCJ gauge" [95]
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through recursive application of the closed set of fusion rules. It would be interesting to un-
derstand if our construction can be lifted to o-shell elds using an Lagrangian description
(see the Lagrangian construction of ref. [73]); we leave this to future work.
The BCJ numerators obtained in our framework inherit a large amount of generalized
gauge freedom that originate from the unphysical degrees of freedom that are associated
to both the vector and tensor currents. In particular, as is well-known in the standard
treatment of gauge theory, o-shell vectors carry unphysical scalar degrees of freedom.
On the other hand, the tensor currents in our framework obey relations inherited from
the Cliord algebra, allowing us to decompose them into gauge-dependent vectors and
irreducible tensors. The freedom in choosing these irreducible tensors is captured by a set
of free parameters, which also appears naturally in the induced gauge-dependent vectors.
While the irreducible tensors are unphysical and get killed by a null space when multiplying
the BCJ numerators with the propagator matrix, the gauge-dependent vector degrees of
freedom become part of the generalized gauge freedom, quantitatively described by the
set of free parameters. One can further constrain such freedom by demanding that the
numerators are manifestly crossing symmetric. To aid the analysis of these free parameters
we introduced a diagrammatic representation of the tensor monomials, where dierent
topologies correspond to independent tensor monomials. Using these diagrams one can also
straightforwardly show that the tensor monomials are in the null space of the propagator
matrix. Given a tensor monomial, we present a prescription to write down the relevant
generalized BCJ relations, in which the coecient vector of the color-ordered amplitudes
are exactly that of the given tensor monomial.
To extend the kinematic algebra to the full NMHV sector of Yang-Mills theory, one
needs use the fusion product to dene commutators between all pairs of vector and tensor
currents. The commutators can be used to generate BCJ numerators that automatically
have the correct crossing symmetry (including the rst leg) and make manifest the kine-
matic Jacobi identity, rather than implicitly assuming the Jacobi identity as we do in this
work. We will explore these details in a forthcoming paper, where we present a kinematic
algebra for the full NMHV sector of Yang-Mills theory.
In the sectors with even higher polarization powers, e.g. ("i"j)k3 needed for com-
puting Nk 1MHV amplitudes, higher-rank tensor currents are likely required both for a
consistent algebra and to account for all of the generalized gauge freedom. It starts becom-
ing computationally challenging to nd the fusion rules involving these higher-rank tensor
currents, since in principle one needs to check consistency of the construction beyond
multiplicity-eight amplitudes. As a possible alternative to working with high-multiplicity
amplitudes between physical states, it would be interesting if one can carry out the al-
gebraic construction by analyzing three- and four-point amplitudes between all physical
and unphysical states. One may suspect this should be possible, given that the fusion
product encodes cubic interactions, and the kinematic Jacobi identity is rst relevant at
the four-point level.
Finally, an interesting open question that we have not addressed in this work, is to bet-
ter understand the signicance of a hidden kinematic Lie algebra in Yang-Mills theory. The
existence of a Lie algebra usually implies a symmetry, but in the case of the kinematic Lie
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algebra one should expect that not all of the presumed generators can correspond to symme-
tries. The reason is that the Lie algebra is only realized for the kinematic numerators, and
in a scattering amplitude the numerators are also weighed by the momentum-dependent
propagators, which may interfere with the symmetry transformations. Indeed, a similar
phenomenon occurs in the case of spontaneously broken symmetries, where the Lie algebra
of the broken symmetry directions can still be realized [10]. Clearly this question about
symmetries is important and deserves further investigations.
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